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THE LEMON TREE 

On the first Sunday of August in Villafranca Sicula, people were getting ready for “SS Mary of Myrtle’s 

Feast”. 

The sun was shining on the hills of the town. They were as wonderfully green as an emerald velvet 

wedding dress, even the weather was perfect for a feast. It was sunny, there were a few white clouds 

in the light blue sky, the birds were singing and the atmosphere was electrifying. A lot of people were 

heading to the village. 

In this little village lived two teenagers: Caterina and Alberto. 

Caterina had been brought up by a rich family and she had recently moved to Villafranca because of 

her father’s job: he was a renowned magistrate. She had dark brown hair and intense green eyes, like 

the colour of an emerald and her skin was so pale that it was nearly transparent. She was a kind girl. 

Alberto was one of those boys that, at first glance, we could describe as harsh, but with a big heart 

and sweet eyes. His skin was tanned, due to the hot Sicilian sun and, when it was windy, the breeze 

liked blowing in his pitch black hair. 

That day both of them went to the main square with their respective fathers to attend the fair of the 

feast. The boy's father was a baker, and Alberto used to help him selling the bread they baked every 

night in their small store.  

The fair was perfect; the square was crowded as never before. There were people of every kind, from 

grandparents to new-born babies. Everybody was dancing and their voices conveyed euphoria and 

unity. All the citizens were feeling this happiness, except for the mayor, a greedy man, who, despite 

shaking hands and giving his smiles away, didn’t really care about the feast nor felt true devotion 

towards Our Lady. According to the rumours, he had become mayor “buying” the votes of the 

councillors in exchange for favours. For this reason, no one loved him.   

In the middle of the feast, the two teenagers made eye contact. The boy noticed in the girl’s hair a 

golden hairpin with a small blue flower on the top that was shining when the sunbeams hit it. Then 

they smiled without saying a word ... what they felt wasn’t describable, the only thing they both knew 

was that they could not forget about their meeting easily.  

Suddenly the crowd pushed them away, separating the two teenagers. Alberto could not try to look 

for her, as his father was already calling him, reminding him of his work.  

The brass band had finished to play, and it was time now to go home. 
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On her way back, the girl was surprised by the sight of a majestic lemon tree. Carefully she moved 

closer.  

“Dad, do you mind if I stop here for a second? You can go ahead, I’ll come soon.” Her father agreed: 

they were only three minutes walking distant from home. 

The tree was of medium size. His shiny brown trunk was in some parts smooth and in others rugged, 

with some knots and cracks, as if they were deep wounds. His long curved branches full of leaves of 

a shining emerald green were adorned with circular shining fruits. They had a protuberance at the 

peak and they were sharp at the end, instead their skin was so smooth and shining that it reflected 

the summer sunbeams. Proud he was, but also tender. 

Caterina stared at him and tenderly caressed his branches: “How beautiful he is.” She thought. The 

tree shivered. She immediately remembered the encounter she had that day and a tender feeling of 

love overwhelmed her. She removed from her shiny hair the hairpin. It was a present her mother 

gave her. With this pointed tool she began to gently engrave a phrase on the trunk of the lemon tree. 

She wrote about the guy that she had glimpsed at the fair, and in whose eyes she had lost herself, so 

deep they were.  

“Is love meeting a person you weren’t looking for, and then you realise that you have never desired 

anything better in the world? I wasn’t able to speak, but if gazes owned a language, even a fool would 

have understood what I felt for him. 26/08/...”.  

She hadn’t finished to write the date yet when lemons started raining over her head. The girl had to 

rush back home, wondering how it could have possibly happened. In the frenzy of the moment she 

dropped her hairpin.  

In fact, the tree had clearly felt that someone was hurting him and, after he kicked the girl away, he 

asked to a sleepy woodpecker, who was perching on a nest above his strongest branch, to tell him 

what had happened to his bark. Only after he had given a little shake to the bird, the woodpecker 

took flight, took a look at the trunk and started to read. 

The tree’s reaction was pretty annoyed while the woodpecker was almost moved. Immediately the 

lemon tree started to complain and to protest: 

- “Oh my unsophisticated friend… you mustn’t trust these words and believe they are real…” 

- “Why are you saying so?” 

- “As you well know, I’m a seasoned tree with a lot of experience… - in fact he considered himself 

very mature – This love is only a childish emotion without any deep meaning.” 
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- “Instead I think this message is fruit of a real love, and that you are a little envious because you 

never felt this way.” 

But often we don’t know what hides behind certain actions, words, attitudes and we easily tend to 

give hasty opinions. 

The woodpecker’s words made the lemon think deeply, and they made him think of his past. 

In fact, when he was young, he had gone through a painful experience: he had become friend with a 

“lovely” magpie.   

At the beginning they spent every single day together, and their friendship begun to be amazing. The 

magpie used to spend her days on his branches, chirping and flying away, but always returning to the 

lemon tree. The tree understood that it was more than a friendship but, because of his shyness, he 

didn’t say a word.  

As time went by the magpie started to meet other birds and made new friends, even if the lemon 

tree was pretty jealous. Sometimes the magpie used to say to the lemon tree: 

- “Why don’t you give me something brighter than your lemons?” 

- “Because they are the only thing that I can give you – he replied- These are the most precious things 

I have.” 

- “Then, why don’t you ever have fun? Why don’t you try to be funnier, more open and make new 

friends?” 

- “Because this is the way I am and then I have your lovely company. I don’t desire more.” 

- “But wouldn’t you like to meet other animals?” 

- “I can’t, these roots keep me stuck in the ground, and sometimes they are like a prison for me”. The 

tree started to feel inadequate and not enough for her and for himself too. That was very painful.  

“I would like to have some fun” she said in a detatched voice. 

Her chirp hurt deeply the tree who, in order to hide his emotions, said: “Saying goodbye can be a 

lovely word, but only when you know the person you care of returns your love. So, if this is what you 

really desire… go.” 

The magpie didn’t understand the meaning of those words. She used to be a bit frivolous and her 

feelings often temporary, so she said goodbye and, lightheartedly, flew away.  

The feelings of the lemon tree weren’t temporary and fleeting at all. He used to take things very 

seriously. The wound of love started making him less confident and less friendly, so that he refused 
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any company, in particularly he refused any birds or lizards on his branches and any butterflies, 

caterpillars or mosquitos on his leaves and fruits. He became more and more introverted and lonely. 

One day his worst nightmare became true: all the animals, even the magpie, started to offend him 

and jeer at him because he was too boring and antisocial, according to them. 

- “Look! There’s the deatbeat!” exclaimed the swallows. “Yes, and how grumpy he is! If I ever jump 

on his roots he starts shaking his branches. It’s so rude of him!” replied the grasshopper. 

- “How do you feel being so useless?” asked a ladybird. 

- “We’d better move away or else his boredom will invade us…” and they all burst out laughing. 

- “Have you seen those splits in his trunk and those wrinkled branches? I wouldn’t be surprised if they 

were full of dust and dirt!” alleged a daisy.  

The tree didn't say a word but inside he was crying his heart out. 

Since that moment he decided to shut himself away and built a big wall: anyone who wanted to tear 

it down, first he had to win his trust and touch his heart. But he didn’t allow anybody to try. 

The woodpecker wasn’t aware of the deep wounds of the lemon tree but noticed he had become 

quieter and had bent his leafy branches forward. He stayed still and silent, as sign of respect of 

whatever his companion was feeling and maybe suffering.  

The feast was already over but Alberto was still in the main square, helping his father to disassemble 

the bakery stand. When his work was over, Alberto decided to go home while his father stayed a bit 

longer to drink a glass of “bianchino” with his friends: this would pay off the labour of his working 

day. On his way back the boy walked by the lemon tree. He was astonished by the tree’s 

magnificence, too. He came closer to it and gazed at the shape of the bark, noticing some signs on its 

surface. Even if the calligraphy was edgy it seemed elegant. 

He read out some of the words written. “How can anybody describe perfectly my heart with such 

simple words?” he asked to himself.  

He also realized that the incomplete date written under the phrase referred to that same day. 

Suddenly a ray of light hit something on the grass. Alberto bent down and saw the fair girl’s hairpin. 

His gaze filled with joy when he understood that the beautiful lady had engraved the sweet sentence, 

so he decided to answer, too. Alberto pulled out his little bread knife and started to write “Sweet girl, 

how gratifying your words are. I am very impressed because I found that they perfectly mirror my 

feelings towards you. What’s your enchanting name? How old are you? And, in the en…” In the middle 
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of his act of writing, the wounded tree shook his branches, scaring the guy off and making him run 

away.  

When they were finally lonely, the woodpecker read out loud the sweet guy’s answering words: 

“Sweet girl, I read…”  

- “Stop it! I don’t care! How do they dare defacing my trunk! They hurt me!” 

- “Don’t be whiny, aren’t you curious to know what she said? I’ve got the feeling that the two of them 

are really in love. The only reason why you don’t understand them it’s because maybe, you’ve never 

felt in love.” 

- “Unfortunately I have. I know that love can be wiser than the best educated person, a 

disappointment that can be able to smother, a sweetness that can be able to cure. But what I know 

above everything is that life without love is meaningless. Can love be everlasting?” 

Those words impressed the woodpecker. “I’m not sure I understand what he means, but I wish I could 

experience such feelings one day.” 

The following days Caterina reflected on what she had written on the tree and with all her heart she 

hoped that Alberto would write her back, so pushed by curiosity, she decided to go back to the tree’s 

feet. When she arrived and read the words written on the trunk she couldn’t believe her eyes: the 

boy, whose name was still unknown to her, seemed interested in her: he returned her interest and 

maybe her love. 

Caterina didn’t think twice and decided to answer him back, using a sharp stone that she had found 

on the floor. “My name is Caterina and I’m seventeen years old. I cannot stop thinking of you, and I 

think we should meet. I’ve read a lot of novels in which the prince takes the first step and is the first 

one who declares his feelings to the princess. I want to overturn fairy tales and be the one who invites 

you here, tomorrow, at lunchtime”. 

Then she went back home looking forward to meeting the one who had changed her heart. 

This time the tree didn’t shake his branches. Something had changed inside himself and freely 

decided to “lend” his trunk and his pain to the couple, hoping they would finally find each other and 

they would live their love and this could last forever. The woodpecker approved happily the decision 

of the tree and, in order to make him suffer less, with his soft wings caressed the wounds of love on 

his trunk, trying to bring him some relief. 
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The next day, Alberto, curious to discover the name of his lover, headed to the tree and, to his great 

surprise, found the girl’s invitation. Full of joy in his heart, he decided to address her some sweet 

words. 

Unfortunately, they were the last words that were written on the trunk of the lemon tree: right away 

the mayor, followed by the forest rangers, arrived near the tree. It was his ordinary check out, aimed 

to control the utility and the productivity of each tree. Seeing that the trunk was all ruined and carved, 

the mayor exclaimed: “How awful it is! I bet it cannot produce fruits any longer!”  

- “See all the lemons on the ground. It must have a parasitic or a bad disease” added one of the forest 

rangers.  

- “It is useless now, it must be cut down immediately.” This was what the mayor ordered. 

The tree that had sacrificed himself leaving the two lovers write on him and hurting him was cut 

down… 

The tree that, through the gift of self, had let their love grow was cut down… 

The reaction of the animals that knew him was different for everyone. Those who used to deride him, 

didn’t feel neither compassion or sadness. 

Those who loved him, like the woodpecker, had a tearful heart. He kept on weeping for days, as he 

had got to know the story of the tree and his secret pain. And what made him suffer most was the 

fact that the tree would never know if his sacrifice would bring any fruits.  

Nine years later, Villafranca Sicula had become bigger. Palaces and tenements had spread all over 

but the countryside was still wide and yellow. In a lovely house in the middle of a cultivated field a 

beautiful sweet little girl was playing outdoors.  

- “Giulia! The break is ready!” called a young woman.  

- “Chocolate and bread, mum?” asked the girl. 

- “Of course, darling! Dad’s bread has just been taken out of the oven at the bakery and grandpa has 

brought it some minutes ago!” 

- “Yummy! Coming! I’ve almost finished” she rejoiced. 

Giulia took her pink watering can and tenderly watered a tiny plant. Its leaves were as green as the 

emerald and little glittering lemons were growing on its thin branches. It was surrounded by gorgeous 

colourful flowers. 
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- “You’re growing beautifully!” she exclaimed. Then she ran towards her mum who had set a 

wonderful table in the garden. The ribbons of her dress were fluttering in the gentle breeze and a 

golden blue flower was shining in her hair. 

 


